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ABSTRACT 

Alternative recovery techniques to foreclosures (workouts) are recently gaining 

popularity in the banking sector in Tanzania. This study aims to assess workouts by 

commercial banks in Tanzania on recovery of stressed secured loans. The study also 

determines challenges and limitations of these workouts used by commercial banks 

in Tanzania. 

The study combined three theories namely; Theory of Information Asymmetry, 

Adverse selection theory as well as Moral hazard theory which together explained 

the theoretical point of view for this study. 

Ten (10) banks were selected for the study. Data collection was done through banks 

internal reports. Ten questionnaires were given to ten credit managers one from each 

bank; all were dully filled and completed by the respondents. Data was analysed 

through descriptive statistics to provide thorough understanding of the workouts and 

the challenges there with. The study found out the workouts applied included loan 

restructuring, loan refinancing, and transfer of loan to a new borrower, forbearance 

and short Sale of the Property. However, these recovery techniques there are 

challenges and limitations in encountered. These are related to court injunction, fund 

deviation, incompetency and dishonesty in financial reporting as well as the Case of 

Junior Liens. The study concluded that banks prefer loan restructuring to recover 

their stressed loans and in cases where such workout is not allowed by the first lender 

then loan refinancing is another commonly used workout. Forbearance is the least 

workout used due to moral hazard risks associated with it. This study recommend 

that banks should increase efficiency in loan underwriting processes, strategize on 

increasing financial literacy to borrowers, and make efforts on applying other 

alternative techniques of recovery rather than restructuring method. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This study ought to assess different techniques that banks can use to recover their 

stressed loans other than the use of foreclosures. The aim of the study is clearly 

stated and objectives are further divided into specific objectives which help in 

realising the main objective. This chapter also includes significance of the study to 

different stakeholders, scope and limitations of the study. 

1.1 Background of study 

Banks are one of the key players in the financial sector that provide a useful link 

between the lenders and the borrowers. They receive deposits from the surplus units 

and provide them to the deficit units (borrowers) as loans at a specified agreed rate of 

interest. 

A secured loan is a financing arrangement in which real property or any other asset is 

pledged as collateral to borrow money (Wiedemer & Baker, 2013). This process 

usually involves the transfer of property interests from the borrower to the lender for 

the amount issued (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016). Banks issue large (in aggregate) 

Real Estate-Secured loans to finance different economic activities such as trade, 

construction and financing other related recurring expenses. 

The ultimate objective of these institutions is always to have the extended 

outstanding balances fully cleared by the borrowers. However, full recovery of such 

loans is not always accomplishable. Thus, banks take initiatives to develop different 

strategies and techniques to ensure the outstanding balances are recovered in the best 

way possible (Cutts & Green, 2007).These strategies and techniques are altogether 

termed as alternative techniques of loan recovery or (singularly) “workouts”. Should 

workouts fail and loan become non-performing, foreclosure is effected as the option 

of last resort. Foreclosure is the process in which the lender makes claim for the 
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amount of debt outstanding against the value of the collateral property, obtain 

judgment therewith and execute disposal of the property such that the outstanding 

balance is cleared (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016).  

Foreclosures are usually associated with many drawbacks which substantiate their 

unfavourability. First, in foreclosures properties are usually liquidated at a price that 

is less than the market value, which is a result of forced sale in the market. This is a 

disadvantage to the borrower because they lose the properties at less value (far less 

than if it was not a forced sale) and can have catastrophic economic and social 

effects. To forced sales are also not always successful because sometimes, it is 

difficult to get a customer to buy the property at the desired price within a short 

period of time. The more time it takes for foreclosure to be realized the more the cost 

to lenders. In this case, lenders lose funds from foreclosure, which constraint their 

ability to extend other loans (McCoy, 2013). Due to these issues which, at a point, do 

not favor both lenders and borrowers, workouts are usually preferred to save both 

parties from costs and difficulties that arise from procedures of foreclosure.  

Foreclosures are therefore costly to each party to the loan contract and other third 

parties (Quercia & Stegman, 2006). Because of these reasons; lenders prefer 

alternative methods to foreclosure in order to avoid foreclosure processes and costs.  

These methods can help revive scheduled payments but, in some cases, defaulting 

reoccurs which substantiate inefficiency of these workouts. In such cases, 

foreclosures become ineluctable. In other cases, the workouts used in recovering 

loans maintain positive results overtime but delinquency reoccur again during the 

loan term (Quercia & Stegman, 2006).The recurring of delinquency even after 

exercising workouts is a result of barriers and challenges that hinder efficient 

operation of workouts.  

There are different forms of workouts applied in different scenarios depending on 

suitability. These methods include restructuring of the loan (also known as loan 

modification) where the borrower and lender modify different terms of the loan 
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contract to fit the payment ability of the borrower so that the payment burden is 

released to the borrower (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016). The authors express other 

commonly applied workouts include transfer of loan obligations to a new borrower, 

short sale of the collateral property. They further retaliate that apart from these, 

refinancing of the loan, loan securitization, and voluntary conveyance are other 

workouts techniques adopted in different delinquency situations.  

This study is intended to assess alternative technique to foreclosure on recovery of 

stressed secured loans in Tanzania. More particularly the study will address and 

determine the alternative recovery technique used by commercial banks in Tanzania 

as well as the challenges and limitations for using the alternative techniques. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Banks and other lending financial institutions do not prefer foreclosures since 

foreclosures are not the primary objectives of these institutions. In addition, 

foreclosures are associated with many problems that have, overtime, necessitated the 

use of alternative techniques (workouts) in order to avoid or prevent foreclosures and 

revive scheduled payments of the loan. These alternative techniques are negotiable 

instruments and hence flexibly applied in accordance to the scenario. 

Some studies explains that the most preferred form of alternative methods is loan 

modification or loan contract restructuring (Gerardi & Li, 2010). A study by 

Ambrose and Capone(2005)made a cost-benefit analysis of the lenders decision on 

loss mitigation tools or foreclosure. These researchers discussed that the lender might 

have at least four alternatives to adopt in case of serious default. These methods 

include restructuring of the loan, short sale (pre-foreclosure sale), deed in lieu of 

foreclosure and forbearance, or if all these possible methods fail or other that makes 

foreclosure a better option than either of these techniques then the lender can opt for 

foreclosure especially when dealing with a borrower who has been seriously re-

defaulting (delinquent borrower). A research conducted by Foote, Fuhrer, Mauskopf, 

and Willen(2009)proposed that forbearance is the best way to save homeowners from 
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losing their homes and that in such situations, proposes arrangements in which 

financially stressed borrowers can receive subsidized loans from the government 

with less stringent terms and conditions or financial grants in order to help them 

partially cover their outstanding balance in such a way that the payment burden does 

not become an overload to the borrower. 

Literature have indicated that workouts have challenges and barriers which constraint 

their application, White(2009)explained the limitations that resulted to failure of loan 

modification programmes in the United States during the financial crisis. The author 

furtherindicated that servicers’ compensation, economic incentives, reliance on 

outdated cash flow models and industry culture. On the other hand astudy 

byMcCoy(2013)established barriers to foreclosure prevention that occurred during 

the financial crisis in 2008. The author presented that servicer’s compensation, costly 

nature of loan workouts, accounting standards, junior liens are the biggest 

impediments to an efficient of loan modification programme.  Further, the author 

presented implications that come with treatment of modification in the accounting 

and regulatory framework is of cost to lenders. Writing off of principal and interest 

rate have cost in accounting procedures and are controlled in order to prevent 

accounting fraud. In order to control this limitation banks, set temporary loan 

modifications and avoid writing off part of the debts. This is a limitation to efficient 

loan modification programme. 

Different literatures have been conducted in relation to alternative techniques 

(workouts) of recovery on Real Estate-Secured loans. Some of the literatures have 

discussed the common and mostly applied workouts in developed countries 

especially during economic crisis. Other strands of literature have discussed on the 

least used and some aborted workouts which proved failure in their particular 

economies, together with limitations and challenges that curb their application and 

efficiency. Most of these strands of literature have documented application of 

workouts in developed countries with different institutional and economic setting 

with highly developed real estate and financial markets, hence obtained results that 
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are in line with those setting. This study therefore attempts to analyse workouts as 

they are applied in Tanzania, which has by far, a different economic and social 

setting and with a developing banking system, financial market and real estate 

market and observe how workouts are adopted and applied in the country in line with 

the economic framework and other parameters that are linked to lending market of 

real estate-backed commercial loans in Tanzania. 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

1.3.1 General objective 

To assess alternative techniques to foreclosure applied by commercial banks in 

Tanzania on defaulted secured loans.  

1.3.2 Specific objectives 

i. To determine the alternative recovery techniques used by commercial banks in 

Tanzania to recover stressed secured loans. 

ii. To explore challenges and limitations of alternative techniques of recovery 

used by commercial banks in Tanzania 

1.4 Research questions 

i. What are the alternative techniques (to foreclosure) used by the selected banks 

in secured loan recovery?  

ii. What are the challenges associated with alternative techniques of recovery of 

secured loans? 

1.5 Significance of the study 

Due to lack of research especially on alternative techniques (to foreclosure) on 

defaulted loans, this study attempts to make a critical analysis to contribute to the 
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knowledge base in this particular field. There are several parties that will benefit 

from this study and such benefits are clearly explained below;  

1.5.1 To lenders (banks and other financial institutions) 

The study is of significance to the banks and other financial institutions community 

as it attempts to explain on secured loans and techniques that can be adopted to 

prevent foreclosures and reduce the frequency of occurrence of nonperforming loans. 

Different lenders would benefit from this study by exploring different ways used by 

other banks and lenders to rectify the “defaulting” situation (non-performing loans) 

and prevent foreclosures, which may be useful and adopted in their particular 

institutions. Also, this research will have the potential to benefit the lenders in 

underwriting of loans and developing different strategies in relation to loans and 

formulating different (real estate-secured) loan packages. 

1.5.2 To borrowers 

The study contributes to the understanding of different ways which borrowers can 

consider to prevent foreclosure and consequently loss of property. Borrowers would 

also find this study very helpful when selecting appropriate lenders by considering 

different factors, including the possible rectifications offered by the lender should the 

borrower indicate elements of default or failure to meet the contractual agreements of 

the loan. 

1.5.3 To other stakeholders 

Other stakeholders including government and its affiliate organizations would find 

this research helpful in formulating policies, laws and regulations governing real 

estate finance considering the interests of both lenders and borrowers. Real estate 

developers and investors on the other hand, would also find this research beneficial 

in the course of making financial plans and arrangements of their real estate projects 
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by considering different risks and mitigating factors that come along with real estate-

backed loans, should they opt for this form of financing arrangement. 

1.6 Scope and limitations of the study 

The study will be conducted considering limited resources including financial and 

time resources. Alternative methods (to foreclosure) of loan recovery will be 

thoroughly described and explored in ten selected banks.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter documents review of different literatures that are relevant to the study 

and general overview of alternative methods used on recovery of stressed secured 

loans in Tanzania. The empirical review section documents different studies that 

have been conducted by other researchers in line with this study’s objectives and 

explain findings that were presented in those literatures. Research gap which 

explains the difference between what was done or covered by other researchers and 

what is expected of this study is drawn at the end of the chapter. 

2.2 Conceptual and theoretical review 

The study incorporates a number of concepts and terms that are frequently used, 

some of which may also work in various disciplines and may easily attract a different 

meaning. It is worth clarifying these concepts and terms for ease of understanding 

and therefore avoidance of the likely misconceptions. Accordingly, this section is 

dedicated to provision of clarification of the terms and concepts together with 

relevant theories that are linked to. 

2.2.1 Secured loans 

Secured loans are loans issued in which the borrower pledges a financial or physical 

asset as collateral to the lender for an obligation owed to the borrower, Real estate 

backed loans is one of the examples of secured loans in which borrower pledges 

physical asset (real estate) as a collateral  (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016a). The author 

further points that real estate backed loans mostly take the form of mortgages where 

arrangements include an agreement between a lender and borrower in which the 

lender issue funds to the borrower, in that agreement the borrower accepts to release 
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their rights to the property for security of the funds that have been offered to them. 

Different authors have backed up the increasing use of real estate to secure different 

loans. In another dimensionGan(2007)examined the relationship between collateral 

value on one side and debt capacity and investments of companies on the other side, 

explained that real estate has been one of the most preferable security for accessing 

loan worldwide and still considered as the most important form of collateral. Many 

problems associated with other non-property collateral has made an increased 

preference of property pledging as collateral, hence facilitated issuing of real estate 

loans. Issues of uncertainty, difficulty in perfecting security interest, costs and flaws 

associated with development of security interest have proven non-property securities 

to be insufficient collateral (Fleisig, 2010). Real estate backed loans are issued 

everywhere in the world and their widespread is strengthened by e stability of real 

property being used as security for the loan issued, a point asserted in many other 

literature including (Kozolchyk, 2006; Leitner, 2009;Boot, Thakor, and Udell, 2007). 

2.2.2 Loan origination process of real estate-secured loans 

Loan processing or loan origination involves many processes that are undertaken on 

initiation of a loan contract. Loan Origination is the process of making or initiating a 

new loan. It involves procedures from contacting the lender and officiating loan 

application and other processes (Walker, Check, & Randall, 2010). It is vital to 

discuss on loan origination process because of the distinctive processes that are 

involved in initiation of loan in Real Estate-Secured loans which are different from 

other normal loans. Different authors have arranged loan origination processes in 

their preferable ways. Generally, these processes follow a similar structure in the 

necessary procedures for origination of Real Estate-Secured loans. Traditionally, 

loan origination processes on Real Estate-Secured loans followsastandard order 

ofconsulting with the lender, initiation of the loan application and submission of 

different documents, processing of the loan application and finallyappraising and 

analysing the collateral. 
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2.2.2.1 Consulting with the lender 

Consulting with the lender is the process where the borrower connects to the lender 

for inquiry on the loans. The borrower draws the lender of choice from a pool of 

different lending institution and thus it is important for the lender to make an initial 

investigation of the type of the lender they want to select in accordance to their 

requirements (Walker, Check, & Randall, 2010). The authors expounded that in this 

process the lender and borrower negotiate the terms of the loan where the borrower 

asserts what they want and the lender explains the details of the available loan 

packages and different and different terms and conditions that follow the application 

of the loan. After, the negotiation is done, and the borrower is willing to borrow from 

such particular lender, actual documentation and loan underwriting follows. 

2.2.2.2 Initiation of the loan application and submission of different documents  

The following step after consulting with the lender or the lender’s agent is initiation 

loan application (formal application) by filing of different forms and providing 

different required details of the borrower. Documentation asserting the borrower’s 

personal information, employment information, borrower’s income details and net 

worth is done.Then terms of the loan are concluded in this process where agreed 

terms are documented and officiated (Clauretie & Sirmans, 2010). 

2.2.2.3 Processing of the loan application and analysing the collateral 

Processing of the loan applications involves processes in which the lender takes 

initiatives to make critical analysis of the loan application that is submitted by the 

borrower. This analysis will help the lender to assess the borrower and decide on 

whether to accept or reject the loan application of the borrower. If the lender comes 

up with the condition that the borrower is unfit to have the loan, the lender rejects the 

application. Processing of loan application involves risks analysis of the loan in 

different aspects like default risk (Wiedemer & Baker, 2013). The two final 

procedures of the loan origination processes are termed together as loan 

underwriting. (Brueggeman & Fisher, Real estate finance and investment, 
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2016)Defines loan underwriting as the process of evaluating the borrower’s request 

in terms of potential profitability and risk. The authors assert that the underwriting 

process should be able to make a critical measurement and analysis of the benefits 

that the lender gets on issuance of the loan (profits) and the risk that the lender has to 

incur on acceptance of the borrower’s application. 

The process of loan underwriting is the conducted by loan officer(s) in representation 

of the lender of making analysis based on information provided in the application 

proceeding of the borrower and appraisal of the property that is to be pledged as 

collateral for the amount of the loan to be issued. The process of loan underwriting is 

regulated by individually by the respective lenders, thus there can appear variations 

in how the process is performed and the requirements basing on the lender’s lending 

policy, regulations and guidelines (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016) 

2.2.2.4 Analysis of loan application  

This is the process of making a complete analysis of the financial position of the 

borrower (Clauretie & Sirmans, 2010). This deals with the borrower’s actual ability 

to make loan repayments. This include the analysis of the credit worthiness of the 

borrower by verifying the information issued in the submitted documents and 

performing due diligence to verify that the borrower’s source of income is sufficient 

to make loan repayments according to the terms of the loan. In this phase, the lender 

analyses the borrower’s income in order to determine the ability to service the loan. 

Verification of the borrower’s income obligates the lender to determine the level of 

income that the borrower receives together with other types of incomes form external 

sources and investments. In case of business, the borrower evaluates the potentiality 

of the business. In case of income from employment, apart from evaluating the level 

of income received, the lender also has to make an analysis of the employment status 

and determine that the employment status can remain reliable for foreseeable future 

especially during the loan term. Therefore, the lender has to confer with the employer 

of the borrower to verify these details (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016). 
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Verification of borrower’s assets is also accompanied in this process. The lender is 

obliged to verify the borrower’s assets as they are detailed in the documents which 

the borrower has submitted. This process helps the lender to determine the net 

worthy of the borrower. Brueggeman & Fisher(2016a) assertsthat assessment of the 

borrower’s net worth shows if the borrower is able to service the cost of the loan 

extended and pay the down payment of the real estate-backed loan since the extended 

funds cannot be used to cover the down payments. It also important in determining 

the quality of the loan extended and estimates the borrower’s default risk which is 

vital when the lender is extending the loan. 

Importantly, the lender in is required to make a thorough assessment of the 

borrower’s credit history. The credit history gives an overview of what type of a 

borrower is the applicant. It also helps the lender to understand the history of 

payments of the previous extended loans to the borrower. A borrower with a history 

consisting of several foreclosure occasions and reports of default is likely to be 

avoided (Wiedemer & Baker, 2013). 

2.2.2.5 Analysis of the property 

This is the process of making a critical analysis of the value and condition of the 

property that is pledged as collateral. The collateral plays a vital role in covering the 

default risk such that if the borrower fails to make scheduled payments, the pledge 

property can be sold to recoup the outstanding balance. Appraisal of the property is a 

mandatory procedure that follows after application of the loan has been processed. 

Clauretie &Sirmans(2010) explained that appraisal of the property is a very vital 

process of loan underwriting as it has impact on the amount of loan that can be 

extended and in determining if the property is valuable to recoup the outstanding 

balance should the borrower default. These authors explain that appraisal of the 

property in loan origination process follows steps including valuation of the property, 

monitoring of the appraisal and approval of the appraisal. 
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Valuation of the property must be undertaken by a qualified and certified 

valuer/appraiser depending on the particular country’s regulations. The appraiser can 

be selected by the lender or any other depending on the lender’s policy. After 

appraisal is conducted and opinion of value is documented and approved by 

responsible authorities, the appraisal has to be monitored in order to ensure that it is 

applicable for the intended purposes within an acceptable time frame. Appraisal 

monitoring is conducted to observe stable value for the property as value changes 

overtime due to changes in different factors that affect the real estate market. 

Thereafter, the value opinionated in the report is submitted to the lender for approval. 

The lender in this process has an obligation to review the appraisal report and use it 

to make decision of extending the loan to the borrower and structure the terms to be 

agreed upon extension of the loan (Clauretie & Sirmans, 2010). The property has to 

satisfy a certain level of minimum requirements that are documented by the lender, 

in order to qualify or be acceptable for use as collateral. Therefore, the lender has to 

apply due diligence to ensure that the property fulfils the objective of providing 

security for the loan issued is efficiently achieved (Egwuatu, Nwuba, & Salawu, 

2013) 

2.2.3 The concept of default 

Lenders issuing any kind of loans bare a certain level of risk that the borrower might 

not be able to service the entire or partial amount of the loan issued together with the 

cost of loan (interest). For Real Estate-Secured loans the lenders have to mitigate this 

risk by ensuring that the borrower pledges collateral that will be used to recover the 

outstanding balance should the borrower fail to make payments of the loan. 

Brueggeman and Fisher(2016a)explains that default happens when a borrower fails 

to fulfill contractual agreement especially financial obligation as agreed in the loan 

contract. Different studies have had different opinions on the term default overtime. 

Giliberto andArthur Jr.(2016)Define default in the sense of a point or situation in 

which the property changes ownership from the borrower to the lender in execution 
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of foreclosure proceedings or in the case of deed in lieu of foreclosure (friendly 

foreclosure). According to these authors, default occurs only when the lender has 

failed to use all other means of reviving payments of the outstanding debts such that 

foreclosure has to take place. These authors consider nonpayment of a scheduled 

mortgage payment as technical default, while the physical change of ownership of 

the property as the actual form of default. 

Recent authors like Brueggeman and Fisher (2016) stated that default occurs when a 

borrower fails to make full or partial installments of the scheduled payments as per 

the agreements of the loan contract. Contrary to Giliberto & Arthur Jr. 

(2016)neoteric authors like Brueggeman & Fisher(2011) define technical default as 

failure to upkeep the collateral property to standards that are agreed in the terms. In 

Real Estate-Secured loans, contracts usually allow the borrower to use and possess 

the property that has been placed as collateral but with ultimate obligation and 

responsibility of maintaining the property to acceptable standards. Failure to 

fulfillthis objective result to technical default. 

However, the most common form of default discussed by many recent literatures is 

that in which the borrower fails to make installment payment of outstanding balance 

as agreed on the loan contract. In most cases, default is not considered problematic 

when a borrower misses one-month payment (Gan, 2007), this can alert the lenders 

but not to the extent of considering the default scenario worth of foreclosure 

proceedings. The decision on counts of default until foreclosure is executed varies 

between different lenders. In most cases, default is considered after the borrower has 

failed to make three consecutive payment installments (and the time for the fourth 

installment is due) usually considered after 90 days if the payments are monthly 

installments(Quercia & Stegman, 2006). 
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2.2.4 Foreclosure 

When a borrower defaults, banks tends to be patient and consider proposals that are 

brought forward by the borrowers on options that can be used to revive delinquency 

and default situation rather than proceeding to foreclosure. On underwriting, the 

lender secures the rights of the property of the borrower in exchange of extending 

funds (Gan, 2007). Sale of the property is not an ultimate objective of the bank 

because the bank does not engage in real estate business, and for this reason the 

banks usually consider alternative means to recoup their funds other than foreclosure, 

however though, patience has limit and on worst case scenario banks are obligated to 

settle and process foreclosure proceedings (Brueggeman & Fisher, 2016). 

Foreclosure is a legal process in which the property is sold for the purpose of 

recouping the outstanding debt. It involves termination of rights of ownership of the 

borrower such that the property is sold and the rights are transferred while sale 

proceedings are used to cover the outstanding debt that the borrower owed the bank. 

Alternative techniques to foreclosure (workouts) applied by banks and that are 

commonly used in many other countries including developed countries includes 

restructuring of the loan terms or loan modification, refinancing of the loan, transfer 

of loan to a new borrower, forbearance arrangements and short sale of the property. 

2.2.4.1 Restructuring of the loan  

Loan restructuring or modification safeguards the lender from losses, ensuring that 

servicing of the outstanding debt is revived (on amended arrangements) without 

disposing the collateral property, which in turn favours the borrower too(Ambrose & 

Capone, 2005). 

Loan restructuring provides a room for analysis of root cause of delinquency and 

assessing the prevailing financial capabilities of the borrower in order to amend the 

loan contract with terms and conditions that the delinquent borrower can manage. 

Loan modification also provides for consultancy opportunities in which banks can 
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advise the borrower on issues related to their business and financial 

management(Gerardi & Li, 2010). It also gives a room for amendments of 

contractual obligations in whichever way possible and that will put the borrowers in 

a comfort zone where they can still be able to service the outstanding debt. As a 

result of flexibility of this technique, loan modification is applicable as the first 

consideration regardless of the prevailing economic conditions. 

2.2.4.2 Refinancing of the loan  

Loan refinancing is done by using the buy-back methods where other banks take over 

the loan by servicing off the outstanding balance on lump sum arrangements and 

issue such finance as another loan to the borrower with different terms. The 

popularity of refinancing as a recovery technique has risen due to increasing 

competition in the lending industry thus banks are trying to attract borrowers by 

offering more comfortable terms and conditions on loans.  

2.2.4.3 Transfer of loan to a new borrower  

Transfer of loan to a new borrower is another uncommon but applicable loan 

recovery technique. This technique has been applied when there is a third-party 

involvement in the loan agreement such that the borrower is not the owner of the 

property which has been pledged as collateral. Arrangements to ensure that the 

pledged property is not sold in foreclosure usually ends up with the guarantor to 

accept paying the outstanding debt in order to keep the property.  

2.2.4.4 Short sale of the property  

Short sale occurs when the value of the property has fallen short far less than the 

outstanding balance. In this scenario, the borrower agrees to sell the property at the 

value which is lower than the outstanding balance the lender writes off the part of the 

balance that will be uncovered but releases the borrower from the debt obligations. 

Sometimes, though very rarely, the borrower may initiate short sale negotiations 
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even when the value of the property is higher than the outstanding balance(Clauretie 

& Sirmans, 2010). 

The most prominent reason for unpopularity of short sales is based mainly on 

instability of the real estate market in Tanzania and thus unwillingness of banks to 

take risks by writing off part of the debt for short sale proceedings which may not 

recover the entire sum of the outstanding balance. Decreasing property values have 

alerted banks to hesitate on accepting short sales because lenders are uncertain of 

changes of property values and whether they can maximally benefit from the 

potential proceedings in short sales than the case would be in foreclosure. 

2.3 Theoretical review 

The following are some of the theories which will shed light on the clear 

understanding of the research problem, these theories includes information 

asymmetry, adverse selection and moral hazards. 

2.3.1 The theory of information asymmetry 

Information asymmetry, also called information failure happens when one party to 

transaction has a greater material knowledge than the other party. The theory was put 

forward by the late George Akerlof, Economist and Professor at the University of 

California, Berkeley. Akerlof(1970) specified that the privileged information in 

possession by the sellers gives them motivation to sell deficient goods and inferior 

goods at values that these goods should not customarily fetch and this lead to average 

quality of goods and services in the market to decline as well as reduction of the 

market size. The authorproposed that having several firms which allows free flow of 

information in the market can become a key ingredient in solving this problem. This 

theory applies to lending market, where by the borrower possess advantaged 

information on the pledged collateral or information on himself, information that if 

disclosed can change the entire lending agreement and loan prices hence, information 

asymmetry problem. When the information asymmetry problem accelerates this 
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leads to poor assessment of borrowers which will eventually increase banks’ Non-

Performing Loans within the lending market (Brown, Tullio , & Marco , 2009). 

Information asymmetry theory gave resulted to two other theories namely Adverse 

Selection theory and Moral Hazard theory. 

2.3.2 Adverse selection theory 

This theory developed from the previously discussed theory of Information 

Asymmetry. It was formulated by Angulin and Scapens(2000), the theory proposes 

that credit information sharing among the banks have proven to reduce the problems 

associated with adverse selection by improving banks information on borrowers. It is 

however, discerned by the authors that due to the competitive nature of the market 

environment of the financing sector, banks do not perform thorough screening of the 

loan applicants which involves the use of skilled and expensive techniques and 

sometimes need to include professionals as a result it becomes difficult for banks to 

differentiate worthy borrowers from bad borrowers. The authors bring their argument 

to rest by arguing that in the market the parties that possess more information on a 

product to be transacted is in a good position to negotiate terms for the transaction 

than the other party. Information sharing facilitated by Credit Reference Bureaus 

(CRBs) contribute to eradicate adverse selection as information sharing process helps 

to improve the pool of good borrowers as all details including details on collaterals 

of a certain borrower are being shared among the banks. 

2.3.3 Moral hazard theory 

Moral hazard refers to the risk that a party to a transaction has not entered into the 

contract in good faith and provided misleading information about his assets, 

liabilities or credit capacity, or has an incentive to take unusual risks in a desperate 

attempt to earn a profit before the contract settles. Problems of moral hazard in banks 

and other financial institutions were evident at many stages of the recent financial 

crisis. Brown, Tullio, and Marco(2009)have noted that, modern microeconomic 
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models of banking, depend on advances in information economics which was not 

available when the traditional Keynesian and monetarist theories were first 

developed. Therefore, as economists challenge the need for deeper understandings 

into the forces that can drive macroeconomic uncertainty, we should reflect new 

models that can apply the microeconomic theory of lending to the macroeconomic 

theory of business cycles. In modern macroeconomic theory economic growth rate 

depends, crucially, on the effectiveness of financial institutions. The financial 

systems themselves depend on precise data about debtors and the projects in which 

funds will be used (Barron & Staten, 2003). 

2.4 Empirical literature review 

Alternative methods to loan recovery (workouts) have been discussed in different 

perspectives by different authors and researchers’ overtime. Particularly, different 

forms of workouts, their effectiveness in yielding what is expected of them and 

aspects of challenges and limitations that arise for both parties, lenders and 

borrowers with regard to workouts. In this study, different aspects of workouts, 

breaking down how they are applied and issues that arise with these workouts were 

reviewed and summary of literature was documented in this chapter. 

2.4.1 The decision to use alternative methods of loan recovery 

The decision of default and foreclosure is a tough one to call on both, lenders and 

borrowers. This is because at some point either of the decisions have effects that 

involve some sort of loss incurred to any or both of the parties. Sometimes the 

borrower withholds the decision to default if they anticipate that there is going to be 

an increase in the value of the property in the future. Therefore, declaring inability to 

continue servicing the debt and give a room for the borrower to foreclose and such 

implicates that the borrower will lose the value of property in the future. In these 

cases, the borrower will prefer to undertake workouts rather than releasing the 

property to the lender. On the other side, if lenders anticipate that there is going to be 

a future fall in price of the property, in some cases, they tend to delay and withhold 
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workouts arrangements in order to avoid the risk of future delinquency and 

consequently the fall of the property value. 

These arguments are discussed by Gerardi and Li(2010)in their study on loan 

workouts. It was presented that the decision to enter into workout negotiation partly 

depend on the lender’s assessments. The authors disclosed that if lenders anticipate 

that workouts will not be effective as planned in the future, they tend to impose 

limits and obstructions towards workouts in order prevent more defaulters 

demanding workouts negotiations especially through loan modification. The study 

observed that such practices are strategic and usually conducted using indirect 

strategic actions that will lead into limiting the number of borrowers who will access 

the chance to modify their loan contracts. The study also revealed that such practices 

are not usually directed in the lenders policy but rather managerial decisions on daily 

basis to balance foreclosures and loan modification programmes. These indirect 

actions included limiting the access of application of loan modification so that some 

of the delinquent borrower’s face foreclosures. Similar arguments were presented by 

(Collins, 2009). 

Another study by Adelino, Gerardi, and Willen(2013) revealed that the decision to 

use loan modification was based on the lenders’ expectation on the future price of the 

properties. In this study, a model was developed to show how lenders make decision 

to either modify the terms of the loan or to proceed with foreclosure should default 

occur. The model revealed that the decision to modify or foreclose was dependent to 

property price appreciation. This being the case, if the lender expects price of the 

property to fall in the future then it is favourable for the lender to forgo workouts, 

particularly loan modification negotiations and sell the property immediately rather 

than later. On the other hand, if the lender expects future property’s price 

appreciation then they are more open to loan modifications negotiations because the 

price of the property can still be favourable for selling in case defaulting (by the 

borrower who had been subjected to loan modification) reoccur. 
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2.4.2 Adoption of different workouts on real estate-secured loans 

Strands of literature describe different loan recovery techniques in different 

countries. In most cases, aspects of loan recovery are considered in terms of loss 

mitigation tools on the side of the lender or foreclosure prevention methods when 

considering the borrower’s side (Gerardi & Li, 2010). Both ways are effective 

depending on the primary interests of the workout originator or the party that has 

presented intention to initiate workouts arrangement. Execution of workouts in both 

modules is far most similar since both parties prefer to avoid foreclosure by any 

chance while executing their primary objectives and obligations of the loan contract. 

Thus, discussions on alternative methods in most studies base on either loss 

mitigation programmes or foreclosure prevention initiatives. 

Some studies explain that the most preferred form of alternative methods is loan 

modification or loan contract restructuring (Gerardi & Li, 2010). Another study by 

Ambrose and Capone, (2005) made a cost-benefit analysis of the lender’s decision on 

loss mitigation tools or foreclosure. These researchers discussed that the lender might 

have at least four alternatives to adopt in case of serious default. These methods 

include restructuring of the loan, short sale (pre-foreclosure sale), deed in lieu of 

foreclosure and forbearance, or if all these possible methods fail or other that makes 

foreclosure a better option than either of these techniques then the lender can opt for 

foreclosure especially when dealing with a borrower who has been seriously re-

defaulting (delinquent borrower). The study discussed on the idea of self-cure in loan 

recovery processes were the workouts should concentrate on resolving the issue or 

problem that had cause defaulting and delinquency against the idea of the borrower 

releasing the property to the lender which is a loss rather than cure to the borrower. 

Therefore, it was stated that loan modification should be the first technique to be 

considered before other workouts based on the findings of this study. 

Another commonly adopted method of the alternative techniques to recovery 

discussed by some studies is forbearance. Forbearance is the method in which the 
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lender allows the borrower a grace period to temporarily stall payment installments 

of the outstanding balance in order to allow the borrower to seek for relief or 

reorganise themselves financially and continue servicing the loan. Literatures 

indicate that forbearance is another effective alternative technique available Real 

Estate-Secured loan lending institution. A research conducted by Foote, Fuhrer, 

Mauskopf, and Willen, 2009)proposed that forbearance is the best way to save 

homeowners from losing their homes and that in such situations, proposes 

arrangements in which financially stressed borrowers can receive subsidised loans 

from the government with less stringent terms and conditions or financial grants in 

order to help them partially cover their outstanding balance in such a way that the 

payment burden does not become an overload to the borrower. In this study 

forbearance was discussed to be used on people who have just lost their jobs such 

that they are in no financial positions to continue servicing their loans. The grace 

period is offered in order to allow the unemployed borrowers to reorganise 

themselves and get a job that will eventually help them to continue making payment 

installments for the outstanding balance of the loans extended. Similar idea was also 

proposed in a slightly different way in research conducted by (Davis, Malpezzi, & 

Ortalo-Magné, 2009). 

Another widely accepted alternative technique of loan recovery is short sale or 

commonly termed as pre-foreclosure sale. This has been an option that is mostly 

used for seriously incurable delinquencies since it involves the sale of the property 

and consequently the loss of the property to the borrower. The lenders adopt this 

method when other ‘friendly’ methods have proven failure to revive delinquency. 

The option of short sale does not come costless to the lender either, in fact it is 

sometimes initiated by the lender when the value of the property has dropped beyond 

the amount of loan owed and lenders could approve the sale after a careful 

consideration of the financial effects it has and if it is the best way possible to revive 

the outstanding balance (Davis, Malpezzi, & Ortalo-Magné, 2009).Another study 

conducted by Fleisig(2010) explained the relationship between the legal environment 

and the favouring defaulted loan resolutions (workouts) particularly voluntary 
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conveyance of deed of property and pre-foreclosure sale of the property. The study 

used national wide range of data and presented that presale becomes an efficient 

method in states with certain legal reforms including deficiency judgement and 

power of sale provisions. This study examined the favourability of the legal 

environment towards presale (pre-foreclosure sale) as a default resolution alternative 

in attempt to save costs and time on serious delinquent mortgages. 

2.4.3 Challenges and barriers of workouts 

Literature have indicated that workouts have a lot of challenges and barriers which 

constraint their application. Challenges in this category, are barriers which limit the 

efficiency of workouts. Limitations differ in one way or another from country to 

country and this is because of difference in social (cultural) and economic settings of 

the countries. Also differences in legal and banking institutional frameworks result to 

dissimilarity of limitations. Some literatures have discussed challenges incurred on 

application of loan modifications which is the most applied technique. 

White(2009)explained the limitations that resulted to failure of loan modification 

programmes in the United States during the financial crisis. White indicated that 

servicers’ compensation, economic incentives, reliance on outdated cash flow models 

and industry culture. The author extensively discussed on servicers’ compensations 

and reliance on outdated cash flow statements. Generally, compensation to servicers 

is based on the case of paying the interest advances to the investors of the bank even 

when the loan is modified. Also, other costs including legal fees are high such that 

lenders require that they are covered even before loans are modified. All these 

compensations, according to the author, are expensive such that lenders can decide to 

foreclose, if doing so can advance funds enough to cover the debt and service 

different forms of compensation fees. Reliance of outdated cash flow models has 

been a major problem that limit performance of loan modification programmes 

because outdated cash flow statements do not represent the true current financial 
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situation of the borrower, thus modifying based on this cash flow can result to re-

default cases.  

Compensation to the servicers seems to be dominant challenge as it discussed more 

in different literature. Costly nature of workouts includes the cost that the lender 

incurs by approving loan modification programmes other than opting for 

foreclosures. The banks are implicated strategically and financially especially 

because banks have to advance payments due to implementation of workouts 

(especially loan modifications) and for that reason, sometimes, the workouts are 

unbearable for the lenders. It was argued that loss mitigation tools especially loan 

modification require a different unique “package” to every different borrower which 

is, at some point, costly when compared to foreclosure. McCoy (2013)also presented 

implications that come with treatment of modification in the accounting and 

regulatory framework is of cost to lenders. Writing off of principal and interest rate 

have cost in accounting procedures and are controlled in order to prevent accounting 

fraud. The author rests his argument by expressing that in order to control this 

limitation banks, set temporary loan modifications and avoid writing off part of the 

debts. This is a limitation to efficient loan modification programmes. 

Different literatures have been conducted in relation to alternative techniques 

(workouts) of recovery on stressed secured loans. Some of the literatures have 

discussed the common and mostly applied workouts in developed countries 

especially during economic crisis. Other strands of literature have discussed on the 

least used and some aborted workouts which proved failure in their particular 

economies, together with limitations and challenges that curb their application and 

efficiency. Most of these strands of literature have documented application of 

workouts in developed countries with different institutional and economic setting 

with highly developed real estate and financial markets, hence obtained results that 

are in line with those setting. This study attempted to analyse workouts as they are 

applied in Tanzania, which has by far, a different economic and social setting and 

with less developed banking system and real estate market and observe how 
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workouts are adopted and applied in the country in line with the economic 

framework and other parameters that are linked to lending market of secured loans in 

Tanzania. 

2.5 Conceptual framework 

This study ought to assess workouts applied by commercial banks in Tanzania to 

recover stressed secured loans. The independent variables are the workouts which 

includes loan restructuring, loan refinancing, short sale of the property, transfer of 

loan and forbearance. These variables are measured descriptively by looking at the 

frequency to which each workout is used and the amount of loan recovered by such 

workout applied. Dependent variable is the amount of loan recovered or installments 

made and this can be measured through the decrease of non-performing loan once 

workouts are used other than foreclosure. The relationship between these two 

variables can well be demonstrated by an integrated model of workouts to stressed 

secured loans below. 
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Integrated Model of workouts to stressed secured loans 

Independent Variables                   Dependent Variables 

     

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Source –Field data, 2020 

2.6 Chapter summary 

This chapter reviewed strands of literature and discussed some theories that gave 

highlights on the likely hood of banks getting into stressed loans. Conceptual review 

provided a road map of concepts from the processes of loan origination through 

workouts. Literature review section provided for researches conducted by other 

authors from which research gap was derived 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the framework in which this study will be undertaken. The 

chapter encompasses research methodology in general, research approach, adopted 

research design, population of the study, selection of cases; selection of respondents, 

data collection methods for both primary and secondary data and lastly data 

presentation and analysis methods. All details on how the study will be undertaken, 

the sample selected and analyses of findings are presented in this chapter. 

3.2 Area of study 

This study was conducted in Tanzania with the main focus on financial institutions 

(commercial banks). The researcher selected a few banks from different areas in 

Tanzania with the aim of obtaining thorough information in response of the main 

objective of the study as well as to explore the in-depth information on the field of 

study.  

3.3 Research approach and design 

3.3.1 Research approach 

Both qualitative and quantitative research approaches was conducted. 

3.3.2 Research design 

This study adopted a descriptive research design because the research seeks to make 

an in-depth exploration and analysis of the methods and processes which are used by 

banks to revive the payment of outstanding balances on stressed commercial loans 

other than opting for foreclosure. The study intended to explore the meanings and the 
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way these alternative techniques are operating by analyzing their complex structure 

basing on expert respondents’ and experiences, allowing broad and general 

discussions. Both primary and secondary data were used. Primary data were obtained 

from interviews and questionnaires while secondary data were gathered from readily 

available sources such as government publications, banks’ annual reports, websites, 

and banks’ accessible internal reports. 

3.4 Sampling and sampling techniques 

3.4.1 Population of the study 

(Kothari, 2004) Suggests that population is a team of individuals, articles or things 

from which tests are taken for estimation. Malhotra (1999) defines population as the 

total of elements that share some common characteristics for the research problem. 

The population of this study includes all commercial banks in Tanzania as per table 

3.2 below. 

3.4.2 Sample size 

Sample size is the optimum number of items selected from the population. The 

sample should be selected in such a way that it will fulfill the requirements of 

reliability, flexibility, efficiency and representativeness (Kothari, 2004). There are 31 

commercial banks in Tanzania out of which ten were selected. From the ten selected 

banks, ten loan recovery officers and ten credit managers were taken. 

Table 3.1Sample Distribution 

Type of Respondent Sample size 

Loan recovery Officers 10 

Credit Managers 10 

Total Sample size 20 

Source – FieldData, 2020. 
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3.4.3 Sampling technique 

Adam & Kamuzora(2008) Explain that sampling is a technique used by a Researcher 

to select sample for the review to answer the intended objectives. Two sampling 

techniques were used in this study; probability sampling or simple random sampling 

technique and non-probability sampling both convenience and purposive sampling 

technique. 

3.4.3.1 Simple random sampling 

Adam & Kamuzora(2008)suggests that simple random sampling is probability 

sampling where all individuals / items in the population has equal chance of being 

included in the sample. It chooses the sample randomly from the sampling frame 

without substitution. The Researcher used this to select one recovery officer from 

each bank for interview purposes. This enabled the researcher to eliminate biasness 

in the data collection process. Therefore, a total of 10(ten) loan recovery officers 

were selected by this technique. 

3.4.3.2 Convenience sampling 

Convenience sampling technique is used because it is quick, inexpensive, and 

convenient. Convenience samples are useful for certain purposes, and they require 

very little planning. Researchers simply use participants who are available at the 

moment. The procedure is casual and easy, relative to random sampling. The 

Researcher used convenient sampling to select Credit Managers who were available 

and ready to provide response through questionnaires given to them. A total number 

of 10(ten) credit Managers were obtained through the application of convenient 

sampling technique. 

3.4.3.3 Purposive sampling  

Purposive sampling technique involves intentional selection of the sample basing on 

some certain attributes. Kothari(2004),describes purposive sampling as the 
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intentional selection of people or circumstances likely to yield a more understanding 

of the phenomenon of interest. 

This study used purposive sampling and ten (10) commercial banks out of 31 banks 

found in Tanzania. These banks include Stanbic Bank, Azania Bank, CBA Bank, 

DCB Bank, NMB Bank, CRDB Bank, FNB Bank, KCB Bank, Barclays Bank, and 

BOA Bank and the selection based on the following attributes; Amount of real 

estate-secured loans extended, Number of accounts with outstanding debts, Market 

experience and market share. 

3.4.3.4 Amount of real estate-secured loans extended 

Currently there are 31 banks that issue Real Estate-Secured loans mainly mortgages 

in Tanzania (Bank of Tanzania & TMRC, 2018). These banks had an outstanding 

mortgage debt of TZS 331.49 billion as at 30 June 2018 and 428.65 billion as of the 

third quarter ending September 2018(BoT, September 2018). The first giant banks 

with more amount of debt outstanding are chosen to be included in the sample on the 

assumption that the lender with most outstanding debt assumes the most of default 

risk. The willingness and decision to use workouts other than foreclosure is 

sometimes backed by the level of risk that the lender has assumed. 

3.4.3.5 Number of accounts with outstanding debts  

Considering number of accounts with outstanding debts, the selected banks have 

extended Real Estate-Secured loans to many entities than other banks in the 

population (Bank of Tanzania & TMRC, 2018). The basic assumption is that the 

more funds are extended to different entities, the more the risk of increasing non-

performing or stressed loans. Therefore, banks which have extended loans to many 

entities are more experienced and more often subjected to practice of using workouts 

in order to cure the stressed loans than those banks with fewer outstanding debt 

accounts. 
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3.4.3.6 Market experience and market share 

Since the improvements of the legal framework that regulated the mortgage and real 

estate-secured loans in Tanzania, there has been a rapid increase of mortgage issuers 

in the market. This was not the case in the first three years where there were only 

four (4) banks including Stanbic bank and other three banks; Azania Bank, CBA (T) 

Limited and BOA (T) Limited, registered for provision of such loans (Bank of 

Tanzania & TMRC, 2018). The Banks with relatively high market share were 

selected with the basic assumption that banks that have issued Real Estate-Secured 

loans for considerable amount of time and with large market share have more 

experience on how to deal with stressed loans and might have tested different 

workout strategies to enhance performance than those banks that have been in the 

market for shorter period of time or have lesser market share. 

Apart from the outlined factors, selection of case will also base on the willingness of 

the banks to participate in this study and disclose information that is related to 

operations of the bank. Table 3.2 shows the particulars of the selected banks in 

consideration of the outlined factors in comparisons with other mortgage lenders in 

the market as of 30th June, 2018 as obtained from Bank of Tanzania (BoT) quarterly 

report. 
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Table 3.2Factors considered in selection of survey banks 

Source: BoT (Quarterly Mortgage Update Report – June, 2018) 

S/N Name of the Bank Amount of 

outstanding debt (in 

TZS billion) 

Number of 

outstanding 

debt accounts 

Market 

share (%) 

1 Stanbic Bank  59.12 178 17.83 

2 Bank M Tanzania PLC 46.86 29 14.14 

3 CRDB Bank PLC 40.56 315 12.24 

4 Azania Bank Limited 29.08 538 8.77 

5 Commercial Bank of Africa(T) LTD 20.98 127 6.33 

6 First National Bank Tanzania LTD 17.09 96 5.16 

7 NIC Bank 12.84 21 3.87 

8 Bank of Africa 12.37 123 3.73 

9 NMB Bank 10.79 89 3.25 

10 DCB Bank 9.35 788 2.82 

11 KCB Bank 8.62 55 2.60 

12 Barclays Bank 7.65 56 2.31 

13 Letshego Bank  6.91 128 2.08 

14 I & M Bank 5.68 37 1.71 

15 NBC Bank 5.41 46 1.63 

16 Equity Bank 5.11 14 1.54 

17 Standard Charted Bank 4.59 20 1.38 

18 African Banking Corporation 4.31 38 1.30 

19 Exim Bank 3.95 39 1.19 

20 Amana Bank 3.05 46 0.92 

21 EFC M.F.B Tanzania Limited 2.88 152 0.87 

22 Peoples Bank of Zanzibar 2.50 19 0.76 

23 Yetu Microfinance PLC 2.36 588 0.71 

24 Akiba Commercial Bank 2.36 414 0.71 

25 TIB Corporate Bank 1.80 14 0.54 

26 Diamond Trust Bank 1.77 5 0.53 

27 Citi Bank 1.43 10 0.43 

28 TIB Development Bank 0.99 10 0.30 

29 International Commercial Bank 0.38 1 0.11 

30 1st Housing Finance Tanzania LTD  0.36 3 0.11 

31 MUCOBA Bank  0.34 6 0.10 

 Total 331.49 4,061 100 
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3.5 Data collection methods  

This study incorporated both primary and secondary data. The choice of data 

collection methods was guided by the objectives of the study, the accuracy required, 

and the nature of the study. 

3.5.1 Primary data 

Primary data in this study was collected using semi-structured interviews and 

questionnaires.  

3.5.1.1 Interview 

This is the method of gathering information through presentation of oral-verbal 

stimuli and reply in terms of oral-verbal response. This can be conducted through 

personal interviews and if conceivable, through telephone interviews (Kothari, 

2004). 

Interview was conducted to ten loan recovery officers one from each bank. This 

enabled the researcher to gather information pertaining to challenges they face in the 

course of exercising workouts. Appendix 1 presents the interview guide that was 

used by the study. 

During interviews, the researcher was sometimes prompting on some leading issues 

that emerge and clarify questions for respondents. An interview as an instrument of 

data collection allowed the researcher to establish report, explain the purpose of the 

study and clarify it.  

3.5.1.2 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires were another instrument used to collect primary data from the key 

personnel given the nature of the study. They are considered to be less expensive, 

easier, friendly and more suitable for collecting data from the mentioned 
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respondents. Also, the questionnaire method enabled the researcher to get in-depth 

information pertaining to challenges and limitation of the workouts from the 

respondents in a non-threatening way. Questionnaires were distributed to the 

respondents both open ended and closed questions were asked. The distributed 

questionnaires were self-administered by the researcher. 10 questionnaires 1 for each 

bank were administered and were used for data analysis. Appendix 1 indicates the 

questionnaire that was used by the researcher. 

The researcher used open – ended and closed ended questionnaires to make 

respondents free and certain when responding to the inquiries. 

3.5.2 Secondary data 

Secondary data on workouts used on stressed secured loans in different countries 

were collected through the review of literature. Different sources of literature both 

published and unpublished were reviewed and analysed. All these documents helped 

to obtain secondary information that complemented the primary data. According to 

Yin 2013 case studies are likely to benefit from information obtained in a variety of 

relevant documents.  

In this study, secondary data was gathered from internal reports of the selected banks 

that were accessible. These documents helped to obtain secondary information that 

complemented the primary data. Update reports and regulations issued by Tanzania 

Mortgage Refinance Company limited (TMRC) and BoT, articles were also used to 

obtain some useful information for the study. 

Secondary data was used to determine the alternative recovery techniques used by 

commercial banks in Tanzania to recover stressed secured loans as well as assessing 

these alternative techniques to recover stressed secured loans other than the use of 

foreclosures. 
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3.6 Data analysis and presentation 

As per Kothari (2004), data analysis is a basic examination of amassed and gathered 

information for studying the qualities of the object under the review and for choosing 

the example of the connections among factors relating to, it involves various firmly 

related operations which are performed with the reason of compacting the gathered 

information and sorting out these in a such a way that they answer the research 

questions. 

Qualitative data analysis involves the data analysis from the interview and focus 

group discussion through involving the factual and logical interpretation, comparison 

and explanation of study findings. According to Sekaran (2003), this approach 

essentially involved thorough and repeated information by respondents underlining 

the main idea and then extracting the core meaning.  

The data collected from the field (interview) were first edited to remove errors, 

incompleteness and inconsistencies and then coded for analysis. To understand the 

collected data, analysis was done by reviewing purpose of the evaluation and what 

the researcher wanted to find out. Categorization of information as coding the data or 

indexing the data, to identify patterns and connection within and between categories 

and interpretation bringing it all together enabled the researcher to unveil what were 

hidden but known to respondents, also the researcher narrated the findings in words 

especially the data was obtained through documentary sources. Data collected 

through interview was analysed by formulating themes from interview transcripts in 

relation to research questions. Their presentation is through narrative form.  

Primary data that was collected through questionnaires used descriptive statistics 

analysis method in terms of frequencies and percentages while secondary data 

obtained from the internal reports used descriptive statistics in terms of mean values 

and percentages. 
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The researcher used mean values, frequencies and percentage to achieve the general 

objective of the study which was to assess alternative techniques to foreclosure 

applied by commercial banks in Tanzania on defaulted secured loans. Also the same 

analysis was used for the first specific objective of the study which was to determine 

the alternative recovery techniques used by commercial banks in Tanzania to recover 

stressed secured loans. 

For the second specific objective of the study; to explore challenges and limitations 

of alternative techniques of recovery used by commercial banks in Tanzania, the 

researcher used frequencies and percentages. 

The presentation of the analyzed data was through tables and graphs. Data collected 

through Interview was analyzed by formulating themes from interview transcripts in 

relation to research questions. Their presentation was done through narrative form or 

textual description.  

3.7 Ethical issues 

Respondents, both interviewed and those given questionnaires, were being contacted 

personally and were given explanations where necessary and treated with respect. 

Furthermore, the respondents were assured that the information that was collected 

would be used for academic purpose only and confidentiality was assured. This was 

written on the questionnaires and the interview papers.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4 PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the findings of the study in line with the study objectives. The 

first section in this chapter presents data obtained from the field. The second will 

present results and discussion of alternative recovery techniques used by commercial 

banks in Tanzania to recover stressed secured loans and further explores challenges 

and limitations of alternative techniques of recovery used by commercial banks in 

Tanzania. The researcher also discusses in the last part of this chapter how the 

findings are directly related to the objectives of the study. The results are presented 

in textual description, graphs as well as tables. 

4.2 Data presentation 

4.2.1 Workouts used by commercial banks in Tanzania 

The first objective of the study was to determine the alternative recovery techniques 

used by commercial banks in Tanzania to recover stressed secured loans. 

Respondents from all ten banks stated that the use of alternative techniques has 

increased over the years due to acute increase of distressed loans and reduced 

number of borrowers. These reasons, coupled with decline of the pledged property 

values, leaves banks with an inevitable option of using workouts to recover 

outstanding debts rather than foreclosing. 

There are different alternative techniques applied by the selected banks, most of 

which are also commonly used in many other countries including developed 

countries. The study revealed that the following are the most common alternative 

methods of recovery (workouts) of stressed secured loans applied by selected 

commercial banks in Tanzania; restructuring of the loan terms or loan modification, 
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refinancing of the loan, transfer of loan to a new borrower, forbearance arrangements 

and short sale of the property. 

Banks have different considerations and priorities on workouts. Preferences on 

workouts differ from bank to bank such that the frequency of a particular workout 

varies in different banks(Adelino, Gerardi, & Willen, 2013). It is because of these 

criteria that some of these methods might be commonly applied by other banks, and 

yet abandoned by other banks after attempted trials, which had not brought 

satisfactory results. 

Table 4.1Description of which alternative recovery techniques (Workouts) 

areapplicable 

Workout Yes Percentage 

(%) 

Loan restructuring  10 100 

Transfer of loan to a new borrower 10 100 

Forbearance  8 80 

Securitization of loans 0 0 

Deed in lieu of foreclosure (Voluntary conveyance of 

property) 

0 0 

Short sale of the property 9 90 

Partial Claim of the loan 0 0 

Loan Refinancing 10 100 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

Table 4.1. indicates that all selected banks applied loan restructuring, transfer of loan 

and loan refinancing in recovery of stressed secured loans which is equivalent to 100 

percent, nine banks apply short sale of the property which is 90 percent of the 

respondents while 80 percent of respondents representing 8 banks agreed to the use 

of forbearance as one of the alternative recovery techniques to foreclosure. The table 

further suggests that the common applied workouts in Tanzania are Loan 
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restructuring, loan refinancing, transfer of loan, short sale of the property and 

forbearance.  

Data from the internal reports of the banks was summarised in the table below and 

later we reanalysed through mean values and percentages. This data indicates the 

number of stressed loan that each of the selected banks has and how these banks 

apply different recovery techniques to collect required instalments from the 

borrowers. 

Table 4.2Stressed loans and workout applied 

Banks 

Total 

stressed 

loans(NP

L) 

Loan 

restructuri

ng 

Loan 

refinanci

ng 

Transfer 

of loan 

For-

bearance 

Short 

sale 

1 186 95 74 15 0 2 

2 504 415 31 48 0 10 

3 133 87 32 13 0 1 

4 798 640 95 20 3 40 

5 105 67 28 7 0 3 

6 315 236 48 19 8 4 

7 110 70 34 5 0 1 

8 75 55 18 0 0 2 

9 135 65 56 11 0 3 

10 47 15 25 2 0 5 

Total  2408 1745 441 140 11 71 

Total 

Perce

nt 

100 

percent 72 percent 

18 

percent 6 percent 0 percent 

3 

percent 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

From the table above, total number of stressed loans for the ten banks was 2408 out 

of which 1745 the banks applied loan restructuring, 441 loan refinancing, 140 loan 

transfer was done,11 forbearances and 71 short sale was done. The highest number of 

stressed loans stood at 798 while the minimum number was 47. 
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Only two banks applied forbearance where one bank with 798 stressed loans used 

forbearance in three loans while the other bank applied forbearance in 8 loans out of 

315 stressed loans. 

All banks applied loan restructuring, loan refinancing and to a small extent short sale 

as workouts to their stressed loans. One bank was did not apply transfer of loan and 

forbearances completely as a recovery technique to stressed loans.  

4.2.1.1 Descriptive statistics 

Table 4.3Workout applied, mean values and percentages 

Workouts Mean Percentage (%) 

Loan restructuring 174.5 72 

Loan refinancing 44.1 18 

Transfer of loan 14 6 

Forbearance 1.1 0 

Short sale 7.1 3 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

Table 4.3 indicates that the mean value for loan restructuring was 174.5 equivalent to 

72 percent, loan refinancing was 44.1 equivalent to 18 percent, transfer of loan 14 

equivalent to 6 percent, forbearance 1.1 equivalent to 0 percent and short sale was 

7.1 equivalent to 3 percent 

4.2.2 Challenges and limitations of alternative techniques of loan recovery 

Despite the efforts of the banks towards resolving delinquency in secured loans 

through implementing the use of workouts, there is still a considerable rate of non-

performing loans that is being reported by different banks. The increasing rate of 

non-performing loans presents problems of alternative techniques. There are many 

challenges that limit workouts in general. As discussed in earlier sections, most of 

other workouts apart from loan modification are not highly applied in the selected 

banks due to one reason or another. In the view of this, challenges that hinder 
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workouts in Tanzania were explored and discussed in this section. Some of these 

challenges are directly related to banks and lenders while others are based on 

borrowers’ weaknesses which altogether, pose challenges to effective development 

and establishment of different alternative techniques. The following are some of the 

challenges that were most reported by respondents arranged by themes, from the 

most observed challenge to the least. 

Table 4.4 Challenges and limitations of alternative techniques of loan recovery 

Challenges and Limitations Frequency 

Percentage 

(%) 

Court injunctions 6 60 

The problem of fund deviation 9 90 

Incompetency and dishonesty in financial reporting 10 100 

The Case of Junior Liens 2 20 

The costs of loan modification and advancing of 

payments 5 50 

Moral hazard 10 100 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

The results in Table 4.4 reveal that 20 percent of respondents experience the case of 

Junior Liens while exercising workouts on stressed loans. All respondents suggested 

most borrowers are incompetent and others are dishonest in presenting their financial 

reports and that borrowers also provide false/misleading information (Moral hazard), 

this is equivalent to 100 percent.  The problem of fund deviation was 90 percent, 

court junction at 60 percent. These are relatively high. Cost of loan modification and 

advancing of payments was moderate at 50 percent. 
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5 CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

5.1 Introduction 

This section gives a discussion of the findings basing on the study objectives which 

were to determine the alternative recovery techniques of stressed secured loans, their 

adoption and criteria the bank use when deciding to use these techniques. The section 

also explores challenges and limitation encountered when using such recovery 

techniques by commercial banks in Tanzania. 

5.1.1 Alternative techniques of recovery of stressed secured loans 

The first objective of the study was to determine the alternative recovery techniques 

used by commercial banks in Tanzania to recover stressed secured loans. 

Respondents from all ten banks stated that the use of alternative techniques has 

increased over the years due to acute increase of distressed loans and reduced 

number of borrowers. These reasons, coupled with decline of the real estate property 

values, leaves banks with an inevitable option of using workouts to recover 

outstanding debts rather than foreclosing. 

5.1.1.1 Loan restructuring  

The following are the percentage application of loan restructuring in relation to 

outstanding non performing secured loans for the ten selected banks. 
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Table 5. 1: Loan restructuring 

Banks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NPL 186 504 133 798 105 315 110 75 135 47 

Loan 

restructuring 

95 415 87 640 67 236 70 55 65 15 

 percent 

application 

51 82 65 80 64 75 64 73 48 32 

Source: Field data 2020 

Results from table 4.2 indicates that an average of72 percent of the stressed loans are 

subjected primarily to loan modification. From table 4.5 allbanks are found to use 

loan restructuring as one of the alternative technique to foreclosure. Four banks 

indicatethat more than 70 percent of the stressed loans are modified, other four banks 

had the application rate of 50 percent to 70 percent indicating that more application 

of this workout on stressed secured loan. Only two banks had an application rate of 

less than 50 percent but not less than 30 percent which implies a relatively low 

application of loan restructuring. 

On the case of loan modification being the most applied technique, respondents from 

six banks said that maintaining the bank customer relationship as payment of the loan 

is assumed as being a major reason. Agreeing to this fact a bank official from one 

bank said; 

 

“…we most frequently use loan modification as first priority 

because it is the one which at least allows for the best approach 

to delinquency. In this case the lenders do not get to lose the 

entire amount of the outstanding debt and the customer does not 

get to lose his/her property in foreclosure proceedings. Even 

though such process has financial costs to both parties in one 

way or another, it is the best as it also helps to maintain the 
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bank-customer relationship since the aim of any bank is on 

extending loans and also to retain even customers who have had 

challenges on making payments.” 

These findings are in line with the study by Ambrose & Capone(2005) and that of 

Gerardi & Li(2010) whereboth studies indicated that loan modification is the most 

prioritized technique that can be applied in many different scenarios in which other 

techniques would be impractical or not feasible.  

5.1.1.2 Loan refinancing  

Results for loan refinancing are summarized in the table 4.6 below. 

Table 5. 2: Loan Refinancing 

Banks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NPL 186 504 133 798 105 315 110 75 135 47 

Loan refinancing 74 31 32 95 28 48 34 18 56 25 

Percentage 

application 

40 6 24 12 27 15 31 24 41 53 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

All selected banks apply loan refinancing through buy back of loans and is recently 

becoming very common.Despite ‘loan refinancing’ being a common method, it 

accounts for less than 20 percent of the stressed loans in the banks. This can be seen 

in Table 4.2 further, Table 4.6 suggests that three banks use loan refinancing below 

20 percent, one bank has application rate of more than 53 percent while the rest of 

the banks were below 50 percent. This imply that loan refinancingis rarely used but 

compared to other methods it was more often applied for delinquent loans. 
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5.1.1.3 Transfer of loan to a new borrower  

Table 5. 3: Transfer of loan to a new borrower 

Banks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NPL 186 504 133 798 105 315 110 75 135 47 

Transfer of loan 

to a new 

borrower 

15 48 13 20 7 19 5 0 11 2 

 percent 

application 

8 10 10 3 7 6 0 8 4 6 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

All banks revealed that this workout technique is applicable but on rare cases. Eight 

banks reported that less than 10 percent of stressed loans end up being transferred to 

new borrowers. Two banks had 10 percent application rate. This suggest that transfer 

of loan to new borrower is less applied by the banks. Table 4.2 shows an overall 

application of this workout techniques to be at 6 percent which is very low compared 

to loan refinancing 72 percent and loan restructuring 18 percent. 

5.1.1.4 5.5 Short sale of the property  

The following are the percentage application of short sale of the property on recovery 

of stressed secured loans. 

Table 5. 4: Short sale of the property 

Banks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NPL 186 504 133 798 105 315 110 75 135 47 

Property Short 

Sale 

2 10 1 40 3 4 1 2 3 5 

 percent 

application 

1 2 1 5 3 1 1 3 2 11 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 
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Eight banks indicate that short sales constitute of less than 5 percent. Two banks on 

the hand, reported rate of short sales at 5 percentand 11 percent of the stressed loans’ 

recovery. One bank specifically reported only one short sale arrangement was 

encountered in the past five years. 

The findings differ from the findings of literature reviewed including study by 

Clauretie and Sirmans(2010) and another study by Leitner(2009) were short sale of 

property was found to be ideal especially during financial crisis and economic 

depressions.  

5.1.1.5 Forbearance  

Table 5. 5: Forbearance 

Banks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

NPL 186 504 133 798 105 315 110 75 135 47 

Forbearance 0 0 0 3 0 8 0 0 0 0 

 percent 

application 

0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

All banks suggested that this workout technique is the least appliedto recover 

stressed loans. Nine banks indicated that 0 percent of the stressed loans would be 

recovered through forbearance. However, respondents from two banks explained that 

in extremely rare cases forbearance could be used. 

5.1.2 Adoption of alternative techniques of loan recovery in selected banks 

Banks have different considerations when it comes to adoption of workouts. The way 

a bank adopts a workout (by approving or not approving) is of vital importance 

considering the fact that workouts have significant effects on the income of the banks 

especially when the banks have to forgo some of the income to avoid losing it all. 

Thus, each bank has its own way of applying workouts. While some of the workout 
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techniques are regularly applied in all banks, others are rarely used and some are not 

applied at all, for different justifications, as the management teams of the particular 

banks sees fit. 

5.1.2.1 Initiation and approval of workouts 

Respondents reported that initiation of workouts depends on the reason which is the 

root cause for the borrower to be unable to service the loan as scheduled. Based on 

this, most of the banks have reported that initiation of workouts is regularly a step 

taken by the borrower. This means, the borrower is primarily obliged to report 

hardship or situations faced that will implicate his/her ability to service loan during 

or prior to delinquency. Interviewees shared that, in most cases, borrowers react early 

by applying for workout negotiations as early as they receive the first ‘demand’ 

notice from the bank. A demand notice saves as a reminder to the borrower on their 

contractual obligations regarding scheduled payments and intention to foreclose. 

On the lenders’ side, Respondents explained that sometimes the bank can initiate 

workout strategies (especially to those borrowers undertaking business operations) as 

soon as the bank notices difficulties in the business in their regular follow ups. In this 

regard, the bank officials can convince the borrower to consider different options like 

loan modification or other alternative techniques that can relieve the borrower before 

delinquency occur or worsen. Four banks particularly reported that doing so is a 

strategic movement of improving the bank-borrower relationship with the customer. 

However, this could only be done if the borrower is cooperating and being 

informative. 

On the second issue, that is, the banks’ policy on control of workouts applied as a 

management strategy, respondents reported that workouts are mostly a situational 

matter. Respondents said that workouts, in many successful occasions, save as best 

options of resolving delinquency and at the same time maintain good relationship 

with borrowers and therefore, it is not in the interests of the banks to limit the 

frequency of workouts. However, it is certain that workouts have effects in one way 
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or another to the banks, thus banks impose certain limitations in their policy 

statements in order to control different aspect of workouts. All respondents reported 

that there is no direct way in which workouts are limited or avoided for 

administrative reasons but rather there are policy statements, which direct the way in 

which each workout should be carried out. These indirect limitations include posing 

limits on parameters like duration, interest rate, principal amount and limit of grace 

period that can be advanced in workout negotiations. 

The above findings are contrary to those of Gerardi and Li(2010) on loan 

modification. The authors presented that there is a tendency of banks to control the 

amount of loan modifications that can be undertaken overtime by imposing approval 

limitations on modifications in order to balance between loan modifications and 

foreclosures, so that the loss incurred in delinquent or defaulted loans is minimal. 

Data from the banks also reveal that it is not a practice of the banks to enforce 

foreclosures proceedings and withhold workout arrangements in situations where 

there are indications of future decline of value of the collateral property. By 

enforcing foreclosure sooner than later, the lenders (banks) mitigate the risk of not 

being able to recover the owed amount in the future should the value of the collateral 

decline. 

These findings on decision of using workouts based on the anticipation of property’s 

value movement in the future is not in line to findings of some of the studies 

including that by Adelino, Gerardi, and Willen (2013) who reported that during the 

global financial crisis, foreclosure and loan modification decisions highly depend on 

the future price movement of the secured properties and as a result of housing 

bubble, many of these decisions were concluded to foreclosure.  
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5.1.3 Criteria considered on approving of alternative techniques of recovery on 

stressed secured loans 

Respondents reported the criteria being of influence includes amount of outstanding 

loan, maintaining good relationship between the bank and customer, borrower’s 

credibility and scare tactic as presented by figure 4.3. 

5.1.3.1 Amount of the outstanding loan 

Respondents from three banks reported outstanding debt as the most significant 

consideration. The higher the amount, the more the bank prioritises workouts 

consideration in order to enable the customer to reinstate paying of the debt. With 

problems associated with foreclosures, large amounts of outstanding debts are less 

probable to be recovered through foreclosures. Therefore, banks prioritize approvals 

for workouts especially on loan modification for delinquent loans with large amounts 

of outstanding debt, because writing them off is costly to the bank than pardoning the 

terms agreed in workout arrangements. 

Respondents explained that sometimes the amount owed is relatively small to 

approve workout arrangements and thus the bank only use scare-tactics to ensure that 

the customer do all means possible to clear off his/her debt other than considering 

loan modification. Respondents added that this tactical strategy is effective because 

there is a tendency of borrowers to request for modifications so they can have more 

funds to do other activities by reducing the amount channeled to servicing of the 

outstanding debt. The scare-tactic is done by disapproving loan modification and 

asserts that if such debt is not cleared as agreed contractually, foreclosure will be 

effected immediately. In this scenario then, the borrower will do all they can to clear 

the debt avoiding foreclosure at the final minutes. 

5.1.3.2 Maintaining good relationship between the bank and customer 

Out of the ten banks studied, Respondents from four banks, consider the relationship 

between the bank and the borrower a priority to the amount of outstanding balance 
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recovery when it comes to considerations on approving a workout arrangement. With 

the credit and mortgage lending industry still infant, foreclosure is not a preference 

because, at worst, borrowers lose their properties and the more foreclosures are 

reported, the more people are reluctant to borrow because of the scare of the risk of 

losing their properties. Thus, banks cooperate with the borrower so that the situation 

that resulted to delinquency is solved and payment of the loan is reinstated. 

Foreclosure becomes the very last option when all other techniques have failed. By 

doing so, the banks improve their relationship and retain their customers while 

maintaining the bank’s reputation. 

5.1.3.3 Borrower’s credibility  

All Respondents claimed to use this criterion  

Figure 4.1 indicates that the most crucial of the considerations is the outstanding debt 

that the borrower is owed. Other banks, considers maintaining a good relationship 

with the borrower more significant than the amount outstanding while all banks had a 

common stance on borrowers’ credibility as a consideration for approval of 

workouts. 

Figure 5. 1: Banks’ considerations on approving different workouts 

 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 
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5.1.4 Challenges and limitations of alternative techniques of loan recovery 

Despite the efforts of the banks towards resolving delinquency in secured loans 

through implementing the use of workouts, there is still a considerable rate of NPLs 

that is being reported by different banks. The increasing rate of non-performing loans 

presents problems of alternative techniques. There are many challenges that limit 

workouts in general. As discussed in earlier sections, most of other workouts apart 

from loan modification are not highly applied in the selected banks due to one reason 

or another. In the view of this, challenges that hinder workouts in Tanzania were 

explored and discussed in this section. Some of these challenges are directly related 

to banks and lenders while others are based on borrowers’ weaknesses which 

altogether, pose challenges to effective development and establishment of different 

alternative techniques. The following are some of the challenges that were most 

reported by respondents arranged by themes, from the most observed challenge to the 

least. 

5.1.4.1 Court injunctions 

Implementation of some of the workouts sometimes fails due to legal repercussions 

that are results of court injunctions. Some delinquent borrowers file court injunctions 

immediately after they become aware of incapability to continue servicing the loan 

as scheduled so as to avoid foreclosure without even consulting the lenders. Court 

injunctions can include an order to restrict lenders from entering into foreclosure 

proceeding. This is used as delaying tactic for some of the borrowers in order to buy 

time so that they can find a way to finance their outstanding balance. Court 

injunctions affect the banks’ ability to continue with foreclosure and yet deal with an 

unresponsive borrower. In some of these cases, loan modification would be one way 

of resolving the delinquency situation but since the borrower is unresponsive, the 

bank fails to effect restructuring of the loan and in this manner the facility remains as 

an NLP. Legal battles take long to be cleared and the case of injunctions can take 

several years before they are concluded by the court and at all these times the bank 
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incurs loss by not having the outstanding debt paid and at the same time having to 

pay for legal services. At worst, banks decide to write off the loans other than 

continuing with legal battles. The entirety of this situation hinders off workouts and 

increases the rat of NPLs altogether. 

5.1.4.2 The problem of fund deviation 

All Respondents explained that one of the major reasons for inefficiency in workouts 

is fund deviations. Fund deviation occurs when the borrower use the funds extended 

as loan for other purposes or business rather than the one which was agreed in the 

loan contract. On stressing about this point one of the bank officials said;  

“…One of the biggest of problems we encounter is on fund 

deviation. Our banking system gives room for borrowers to 

mismanage funds because most of the credit facilities give direct 

access of cash to the borrower after the loan is approved. Some of 

the borrowers use the funds for other unintended purposes. For 

example, one can be issued funds for developing their real estate 

business but they invest in seasonal maize production which seems 

to promise large amounts of returns within short period. If the 

maize deal doesn’t come along, this person fails to repay the loan 

because the funds were never injected to the intended business 

that was analysed by the bank officials and had promising returns 

that would enable smooth servicing of the loan and yet the 

business is deteriorating. In this way, even after the loan is 

restructured, delinquency reoccurs.”  

Fund deviation is a result of the borrowers’ behavior of not allocating funds to the 

intended purpose and that people have high belief on businesses that have high 

returns within short period of time even without making feasibility analysis. Fund 

deviation and the borrowers’ tendency of not being honest especially on the business 

condition lead to inefficiency of restructuring programs. Lack of financial awareness 
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and financial management skills is a problem for many borrowers resulting to 

unplanned fund deviations.  

5.1.4.3 Incompetency and dishonesty in financial reporting 

Respondents from all studied banks reported that most of the borrowers are small 

scale entrepreneurs with no or very little financial literacy. Loan underwriting 

especially for loans advanced for business purposes require financial reports so that 

the business is analysed for loan advancement. Due to financial illiteracy, the 

business owner’s reports do not represent the true business situation. In this case, 

delinquency reoccurs even after several attempts of restructuring the loan because of 

incompetency in financial reporting. In other cases, financially-literate borrowers 

present misleading information in their financial statements by overstating their 

financial positions so that their business become eligible for loan restructuring to an 

amount that can be approved by the bank or amount and duration that is in line with 

the bank’s policy on restructuring. Banks rely on these financial statements for their 

loan modification programs but delinquency reoccurs because the amount and the 

time set on the modified loan did not represent the actual financial capability of the 

borrower. All studied banks reported that problems related to financial reporting are 

significant barriers to workouts especially loan modification programs. 

This observation is similar to findings presented by White(2009) on lenders’ reliance 

on outdated cash flow models. In both cases, findings point out the disadvantages of 

using untrue financial statements especially cash flows information in loan 

modifications. Outdated cash flow information results to re-defaulting because the 

actual financial capability of the borrower was misrepresented. The difference 

appears on the reasons for the outdated financial statements, while overstating cash 

flow statements is a problem in the US (White, 2009), lack of financial management 

and accounting skills was reported by all interviewees as the root problem for most 

of individual borrowers. 
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5.1.4.4 The case of junior liens 

It is common for borrowers to use the same collateral in many loans. This 

arrangement results to senior and junior liens which is the chronological order of 

rights on the collateral property to banks in such a way that the first lender become 

the senior lien lender while the later are junior lien loans. In case of default the senior 

lien lender has superior rights to claim for foreclosure advances more than the junior 

lien lenders. Also, if a borrower defaults on one of the loans and foreclosure or short 

sale is agreed, the senior lender has superior claims of proceedings even if the 

borrower was not delinquent to the superior lender.  

Existence of different levels of liens to lenders present a substantial barrier to loan 

modifications because restructuring of one lender’s loan facility implicates the 

source of income that other lenders also depend for their loans to be serviced. In this 

case, one lender who aims at restructuring has to sit down and discuss restructuring 

arrangement in a way that other junior or senior lenders will not be affected. 

Respondents from two banks reported the case of junior liens as a significant 

problem. They explained that it is almost always impractical for all the lien holders 

to reach a consensus, because in many cases, strategies and conditions that are set by 

one lender do not favour others, leading to disagreements. Lenders end up in a 

position where modifications are impractical due to the rights hold by other lenders. 

In this scenario, junior mortgages are morel less likely to be modified and do not 

have high claims in the foreclosure proceedings.  

These findings on junior loans are significantly similar to those presented by 

(McCoy, 2013; and Agarwal, et al. 2011). These studies presented the difficulties 

that junior mortgages face on loan modification programs, such that the junior 

lenders fail to initiate effective loan modifications programs on delinquent loans due 

to barriers posed by senior lenders. The author argued that existence of senior loans 

causes potential conflicts of interests in which junior lenders have less favour and 

priorities to the borrower than the senior lenders. This situation coupled with 

instability of property values and real estate market in Tanzania make lender to lose 
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funds from the outstanding debts as they cannot recoup their balances in foreclosure 

because of first lien holders and it is difficult in to hold restructuring negotiations, 

thus forcing the bank to basically write off these debts as losses. In a nutshell, this 

weakness in the system of banks has been a barrier for banks to conduct efficient 

workout arrangements. 

5.1.4.5 The costs of loan modification and advancing of payments 

The other challenge is on cost of loan modification, being a two-way sword, to the 

part of the lender and to the borrower. Cost of modification can be in all bank’s 

ranges from 1 percent to 2 percent. Respondents from two banks reported that such 

amount is sometimes unaffordable to serious delinquent borrowers, asserting that it 

increases other costs to the borrower who has failed to service the base instalment. 

Respondents from another two banks reported that the cost of loan modification has 

not been a problem to them so far, but three of the other banks reported that at times 

they had to write off the cost of modification because of delinquent borrowers’ 

capabilities, unless the situation improves later in the term. On the side of the lender, 

the cost of advancing payments is significant. Sometimes, it is better for the lender to 

foreclose because that can ensure short-timed recovery of the outstanding debt from 

foreclosure advances rather than dealing with a delinquent borrower. Even when 

restructuring ensures recovery of the entire original intended amount, the cost is on 

time basis, such that it takes much longer for the amount to be recouped and time is a 

sensitive consideration in finance and investments. Also, respondents reported that 

writing off any amounts especially the principal amount does not imply that the 

amount is explicitly forgiven. The bank will have to withdraw funds from other 

sources in order to finance these written off debts. The written off amounts 

(especially principal amounts) are loans advanced to borrowers from the deposit of 

their customers. 

The findings on costs of loan modification and advancements of the debt payments 

are similar to those of (Clauretie & Sirmans, 2010; and McCoy, 2013) who presented 

that the cost for loan modification can sometimes be high more than foreclosure and 
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thus becoming a barrier to lenders approving many loan modification programs. The 

similarity is due to the fact that sometimes delinquent borrowers are in so bad a 

condition that they cannot be helped through restructuring. With the volatility of the 

real market prevailing in Tanzania coupled with decrease in property values, it is 

justifiable for banks to foreclose the facilities sooner and recoup all the advances to 

cover the outstanding debt rather than forcing loan modification which has high re-

default risk and be in the position of selling in the future where the property values 

changes are unpredictable. 

5.1.4.6 Moral hazard 

Every respondent indicated that borrowers’ moral hazard is one of the biggest 

challenges. Moral hazard can be described in many ways and occurs in different 

scenario such that the experience among different banks on moral hazard is not the 

same. Respondents reported that some of the borrowers intentionally hide relevant 

information or disclose false information for the sole purpose of blackmailing the 

bank during the course of the term. These misconducts have been used as 

establishments for filing court injunctions in order to prevent foreclosure and making 

unnecessary delays. On stressing this point one of the bank officials said,  

” …sometimes a polygamous borrower can intentionally hide the 

identity of another wife so that the consent is partial, then use 

that establishment to file court injunction preventing the sale of 

the property and at the same time refusing to take part in 

restructuring programs. This, together with many other forms of 

dishonesty especially on ownership of the collateral property, 

poses challenges in initiation of restructuring programmes and 

other forms of workouts. 

Moral hazard in the cases that were stressed by the bank officials are encouraged by 

the weakness and loopholes in real estate financing legal framework together with 

weaknesses on loan underwriting and documentation on the lenders side. However, it 
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is difficult to counter attack moral hazard because of unpredictability of events that 

can occur in the future as a result of weakness during underwriting processes.  

Generally, some of the findings on challenges that act as barriers to effective 

workout programs are different from those reported by other workers because of the 

differences in the economic and social factors in the respective study areas. The 

findings in this study are based on the borrower’s social structure and economic 

situation of Tanzania, which are different from the socio-economic frameworks of 

the developed countries. Some of common findings on challenges on loan 

modifications reported by other studies including accounting treatment, and 

servicer’s compensations (McCoy, 2013) were not presented by interviewed senior 

bank officials indicating that, either they are non-existent or their existence is 

negligible. Nevertheless, some challenges are encountered in both developed and 

developing countries as indicated in the discussion 

5.2 Summary of findings 

In this chapter data collected were presented and interpretation was done through 

discussion on different aspects relevant to workouts. Findings from analysis were 

documented in a manner that follows the arrangement of the research objectives and 

question. The summary of findings, recommendations and conclusion are presented 

in the next chapter. 
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Figure 5. 2: Application of Workouts in selected banks 

 

Source – Field Data, 2020. 

In discussing this objective, majority of respondents reported that restructuring of the 

loan (loan modification) is the most applied form of workouts. It is also the first 

consideration in cases of delinquency and default. Refinancing of the loan and 

transfer of debt to a new borrower subject to commitments are also commonly used. 

Short sale and forbearance are generally seldom form of workouts compared to 

preceding techniques. Their application is very situational and occurs when rare 

cases arise. There are some of other methods which were discussed in the literature 

that are not applied in the country including securitization and ‘partial claim’ 

arrangements. Inapplicability of these techniques is discussed later in this chapter. 

Other Respondents explained that there has been an increasing trend of refinancing 

loans especially by using the buy-back methods where other banks take over the loan 

by servicing off the outstanding balance on lump sum arrangements and issue such 

finance as another loan to the borrower with different terms. Respondents from all 

selected banks said that refinancing through buy back of loans is recently becoming 

very common. 
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Transfer of loan to a new borrower is another uncommon but applicable loan 

recovery technique. This technique has been applied when there is a third-party 

involvement in the loan agreement such that the borrower is not the owner of the 

property which has been pledged as collateral. Arrangements to ensure that the 

pledged property is not sold in foreclosure usually ends up with the guarantor to 

accept paying the outstanding debt in order to keep the property. Respondents from 

all banks revealed that this workout technique is applicable but on rare cases.  

Short selling of the property was uncommon but all respondents from the selected 

banks reported that the technique is used at instance. Short sale occurs when the 

value of the property has fallen short far less than the outstanding balance. In this 

scenario, the borrower agrees to sell the property at the value which is lower than the 

outstanding balance the lender writes off the part of the balance that will be 

uncovered but releases the borrower from the debt obligations. Sometimes, though 

very rarely, the borrower may initiate short sale negotiations even when the value of 

the property is higher than the outstanding balance.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

6 CONCLUSIONAND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

The aim of the chapter is to conclude on the alternative techniques to foreclosure 

applied by commercial banks in Tanzania on defaulted secured loans in Tanzania. 

The chapter also presents recommendations aimed at ensuring that the relationship is 

strengthened. It concludes with directions for future studies, and some of the 

limitations of the current, and finally a summary of the chapter.  

6.2 Summary of the study 

The study had the two specific objectives which were to determine the alternative 

recovery techniques used by commercial banks in Tanzania to recover stressed 

secured loans and to explore challenges and limitations of alternative techniques of 

recovery used by commercial banks in Tanzania. The general objective was to assess 

alternative techniques to foreclosure applied by commercial banks in Tanzania on 

defaulted secured loans.  

For the first objective, table 4.2 shows that loan restructuring is the most applicable 

workout recording 72 percent of banks followed by loan refinancing which is at 18 

percent. Transfer of loan and short sale of the property are also used but to a low 

extent that less than 10 percent whilst forbearance is the least or rarely workout in 

Tanzania close to 0 percent 

From the second objective, the researcher found out that challenges and limitations 

of alternative techniques of recovery used by commercial banks in Tanzania includes 

court injunction, fund deviation, the case of Junior Liens, cost of loan modification, 

moral hazard, incompetency and dishonesty in financial reporting. All respondents 

agreed that exercising workouts to recover stressed secured loans is very challenging 

but deliberate actions are taken by the banks to ensure that those challenges are 
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minimized. The course of actions taken includes improving the loan underwriting 

process and providing thorough financial knowledge to the borrowers. 

6.3 Conclusion 

On determining the alternative recovery techniques used by commercial banks in 

Tanzania to recover stressed secured loans the study concluded that, refinancing is 

commonly used technique that the borrower seeks for a new source of finance to 

cover the outstanding debt in order to prevent foreclosure proceedings. In most cases, 

the borrower seeks for loans from other lenders to buy-out the outstanding debt while 

creating a new credit facility with lenient terms and conditions than the previous 

loan. It is highly used when modifications policy of the first lender does not allow 

restructuring of the loan beyond a certain limit which is comfortable to the borrower.  

Transfer of loan to a new borrower is rarely applied and it involves shifting of the 

debt obligations from one entity to another in more or less the same conditions that 

the original (delinquent) borrower had. In this case, it is common for the guarantor to 

agree to service the loan especially when the guarantor(s) is the owner of the pledged 

collateral property.  

Forbearance and short sale are the rarest of the methods. Forbearance occurs when 

bank provides grace period for a delinquent borrower to allow for reestablishment or 

search for employment so that the borrower can resume payments after the grace 

period. Short sale on the other side occurs when a borrower and lender come to an 

agreement for the borrower to sell the property at the market value in order to avoid 

time, procedures and cost associated with foreclosure.  

Generally, the findings on workouts somehow differ from different literature where 

some other methods apart from loan modification are widely used while the case is 

different in Tanzania. This difference is possibly a result of difference in economic 

structure and frameworks of the countries, considering different parameters like par 

capita, business activities trend; money supply and real estate circles. Also, the socio-
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cultural framework of different people and attitude towards aspects of the lending 

industry. 

On adoption of alternative techniques of recovery in selected bank the study 

concluded that workouts have significant effect on the performance of the banks and 

therefore their adoption follows cautious considerations. Adoption in this case, is 

based on two considerations; initiation of workouts and approval of workouts. On 

initiation, most banks indicated that the borrowers are responsible for informing the 

banks when they anticipate or experience financial difficulties which many results to 

delinquency, although in some cases banks can advise the borrower to apply for 

workout arrangement when analysis indicate probability of delinquency. Regarding 

approval of workouts, all banks in the sample consider policy and practice such that a 

workout will only be disapproved if the cost of implementation is higher than the risk 

of foreclosure in consideration of time and financial implications. Generally, most of 

the workouts are approved without direct control because the prevailing real estate 

cycle and economic conditions favor the use of workouts rather than foreclosure. 

Regarding workouts, restructuring of terms of the loan or loan modification is done 

after an analysis is conducted and the root reason for delinquency is realised. After 

that, loan can be restructured in consideration of reducing instalment amount 

(principal + interest rate), principal amount only or interest rate only. In all these 

considerations, certainly, term (time) of the loan is affected positively, such that as 

the amount is reduced then payment completion of servicing loan takes longer than 

the original term. 

Refinancing of the Loan - This is conducted depending on the arrangements set by 

the delinquent borrower as they search for a new source of finance, either by 

borrowing or use of ‘equity release’ to buy-out the loan. Most banks engage in 

buying-out the outstanding balance of the delinquent credit facility and fresh loan is 

extended to the delinquent borrower on new terms and conditions.  
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Similarly, transfer of the debt to the new borrower is made possible by arrangements 

set by the borrower as he/she finds a person or entity which is willing and able to 

service the outstanding debt in the same terms and conditions, as a new borrower. 

Analysis must be conducted in order for the bank to be sure that the new borrower is 

eligible for such credit facility as if it was a fresh underwritten loan. In some cases, 

the guarantor or the owner of the third party (whose property is pledged as collateral) 

can accept (even unwillingly) to service the loan in order to avoid loss of their 

property through foreclosure as the borrower has failed to resume payments. This 

method, however, is rare because it difficult to get an entity that will service the loan 

while they were not beneficiaries of the extended funds (loan) in the first place. 

Forbearance occurs when the banks agrees to give a troubled borrower a grace period 

so that the borrower can resume payment later on. Forbearance gives room for the 

delinquent borrower to make necessary establishment so as to revive their financial 

situation that will enable them to resume payments. Experience from different 

literature indicate that it commonly used for out-of-job borrowers who are offered in 

grace period of usually six months so that they can search for new employment but 

the case is different in Tanzania. It is rather applied to business people especially 

tenderers who have commitments of future income that is owed to large firms or the 

government. Forbearance approvals in the selected banks range as short as 2-3 

months. Banks have no trust on the probability of unemployed people to get 

employed within such- short period of time due to high rate of unemployment and 

unsatisfactory trends of businesses prevailing in the country. Also, banks have 

reported increase of moral hazard events in credit financing industry has increased 

such that banks are discouraged to trust borrowers and afford them long grace 

periods. 

Short Sale workout technique is rarely applied in Tanzania. It is the last resort 

solution where the borrower presents a request to the bank to sale the property before 

foreclosure. Short sale enables the borrower to sell the property at the market value 

rather than foreclosure price. This allows the borrower to pay the outstanding debt in 
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lump sum and borrower can recoup the remaining amount while avoiding all the 

foreclosure costs. It is used when other methods including loan modification have 

failed and the only feasible option is to sell the property. However, it is less applied 

because of the falling real estate cycles and falling of values of property over the 

recent years. 

On barriers and limitations that hinder efficiency of workouts the study concluded 

that challenges faced by lenders are grouped in different categories some of them 

being moral hazard and financial illiteracy on the borrowers’ side and weaknesses in 

the banks’ system that hinder efficiency of workouts. In a nutshell, with the evidently 

increase of nonperforming loans (most of which are backed by real estate) and 

failures of loan modifications programs, there is an inevitable necessity of 

establishing and improving other workout techniques that will enable banks to 

recover their funds and avoid foreclosure to borrowers. For this to be possible, there 

is a need for all stakeholders including the government, BOT, banks’ system, 

borrowers and real banking professionals to integrate. 

6.4 Recommendations 

Based on the findings and the conclusion the following are recommendations of this 

study:  

6.4.1 Banks should increase efficiency in loan underwriting 

Most of the problems in workouts and delinquency problems originate from 

inefficiency in loan underwriting especially documentation of property. Moral hazard 

occasion effect forms the loop holes that occur in documentation and verification of 

property in underwriting of the loans. Increase in efficiency in loan underwriting can 

help reduce loop holes that are used by borrowers to file court injunctions and other 

tricks that are results of moral hazard like forging of documents and withholding of 

some important information. 
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6.4.2 Strategizing on increasing financial awareness to borrowers and public 

Many problems that stress the performance of loan modifications and workouts in 

general are somehow connected to financial illiteracy of borrowers. These problems 

include incompetency and dishonesty in financial reporting, deviation of funds, and 

financial mismanagement all which are directly connected to financial illiteracy apart 

from other factors. Banks should strategize on making ensuring that they provide 

basic financial management knowledge to borrowers in order to reduce cases of 

problems and challenges that are directly associated with financial illiteracy. 

6.4.3 Banks should adopt other forms of workouts other than restructuring 

With all the problems that are associated with loan modification which is the most 

applied technique in Tanzania, there is a need for banks and other financial sector 

stakeholder to make initiatives on establishing other different forms of workouts that 

can be effective. As it was discussed the earlier chapters, some of the form of 

workouts are not established or applied in Tanzania including partial claim and 

securitization of loans. Despite the fact that establishment of these methods is tricky 

and involves sophisticated systems; their contribution on loan recovery and 

improvement of the credit sector cannot be ignored. 

6.5 Contribution to knowledge and suggestion for further Research 

The study has found out that despite the fact that workouts are more commonly and 

efficiently used in developed countries, even developing countries like Tanzania are 

aware of them and workouts are becoming more popular in recent era. This will 

assist the commercial banks and other lending institution to gain more awareness on 

other means of recovering their stressed secured loans other than exercising 

foreclosures which is not their prime objective. Through this study also lenders are 

going to gain awareness of the available alternative recovery techniques which they 

can re-negotiate with the banks should they default on their secured loans to secure 

their pledged collaterals from being sold. 
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It is highly recommended that a study be done on each workout individually to see 

the possibility of its application and challenges that are encountered separately for 

each. 

Banking sector is pivotal in economic growth, therefore the need on assessing 

practicability of alternative techniques of recovery of NPLs other than foreclose is 

very important to guarantee better performance of the banking industry at large.  
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8 APPENDIX 1 

Interview Guides to Loan Recovery Officers 

Message to Interviewees 

This interview guide includes a set of questions that are to be asked during the 

interview session between the researcher and interviewee for the purpose of this 

study. All questions asked in this interview are strictly intended to acquire 

information and data for academic purposes only. Interviewees have the right to 

voluntary participation and they can withdraw from participation at any time of the 

study should they feel threatened or uncomfortable to participate. Data acquired from 

the interview will be treated with high level of anonymity and confidentiality. 

Introduction 

Secured loans involves all loan arrangements that are issued by a lender to a 

borrower for different purpose that are primarily secured by a borrowers’ collateral. 

On default, lenders have a right to exercise foreclosure in order recoup the 

outstanding balance of the loan. However, foreclosure is not an ultimate objective of 

the lenders thus to mitigate loss from default, and avoid processes and costs of 

foreclosure, lenders use alternative techniques of loan recovery (workouts) to ensure 

that payments of outstanding balance is brought back on track by any possible 

means.  

This study therefore attempt to analyse workouts as they are applied in Tanzania, 

which has by far, a different economic and social setting and with a developing 

banking system, financial market and real estate market and observe how workouts 

are adopted and applied in the country in line with the economic framework and 

other parameters that are linked to lending market of Secured loans in Tanzania 
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Questions 

1. There are many different workout techniques applied worldwide, some of them 

are listed below. Which ones are applicable in your bank? 

a. Loan restructuring  

b. Transfer of loan to a new borrower 

c. Forbearance  

d. Securitization of loans 

e. Deed in lieu of foreclosure (Voluntary conveyance of property) 

f. Short sale of the property 

g. Partial Claim of the loan 

h. Loan refinancing  

2. Please describe the extent (percentage) to which the above workouts are applied 

in your bank using a scale of 1-5. Where 1-Very low extent; 2-Low extent; 3-No 

effect; 4-Great extent and 5- Very great extent. 

3. Why are some of these alternative techniques mentioned above not applied? 

4. What is your institution’s policy on control of workouts especially 

inconsideration of financial implication? Is there a limit for workouts of 

defaulted loans in order to control profits and financial loss? 

5. What are loan terms that are usually considered in loan restructuring program 

(terms subject to change; e.g. interest rate, term length, exculpatory clause)? Are 

there cost associated with loan modification? 

6. What are terms considered in forbearance (payment holiday)? What requirement 

does a borrower has to meet in order to be considered for forbearance? 

7. Does your institution allow for transfer of debt to a new owner in real estate 

backed loans? If so, what criteria are considered? 

8. Does your institution authorize refinancing of outstanding debts by the use of 

another subsequent loan (not necessarily a real estate-backed loan)? If so, does 

your institution issue/offer that particular subsequent loan? 
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9. Does your institution consider partial debt forgiveness as part of workout 

negotiation especially on short sale or voluntary delivery collateral? If yes, are 

there any tax, accounting or other legal implications for such arrangement? 

10. How supportive is the institutional framework towards workouts? Are there any 

institutions that facilitate securitization of loans? Is there any governmental 

institution that deals with foreclosure prevention and protection of banks’ 

interest? 
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APPENDIX 2 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear Respondent; 

This questionnaire has been prepared by a student from Mzumbe University, Dar Es 

Salaam College with registration number 221050314/T.17 pursuing Masters in 

Business Administration - Corporate Management. The student is writing 

dissertation on “AN ASSESSEMENT OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES TO 

FORECLOSURE ON RECOVERY OF STRESSED SECURED LOANS IN 

TANZANIA”  

Your cooperation and contribution is highly needed and valued to make this study 

successful. The information you provide will remain confidential and will only be 

used in completion the intended dissertation. 

Polite instruction: Kindly cycle the appropriate answer and fill the correct 

information in places needed 

1. How long have you been working with the bank? 

a. 0 - 5years 

b. 5-10 years 

c. 10+ years 

2. Are there stressed secured loans in your bank? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

3. If yes, is the bank using alternative recovery techniques other than foreclosure? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

4. If yes, does the bank use one or more or all of the following alternative recovery 

techniques to recover its stressed secured loans?   

a. Loan restructuring  
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b. Transfer of loanto a new borrower  

c. Loan refinancing  

d. Forbearance 

e. Short sale of the property 

f. All of the above 

g. None of the above 

h. Other (specify) ………………………………………………………. 

5. Is the bankfacing with any challenge or limitations with workouts? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

6. Some borrowers upon default file for court injunctions? 

a. Agree 

b. Disagree 

c. Neutral 

d. Don’t know 

7. There are borrowers who use the loan for purposes other than the intended one 

which in turn hinder them from paying the required installments as they agreed 

with the bank?  

a. Agree 

b. Disagree 

c. Neutral 

d. Don’t know 

8. What is the prominent nature of the most borrowers of the bank that leads the 

into loan default? 

a. Incompetency in the business 

b. Dishonesty 

c. Lack of financial literacy 
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d. All of the above 

e. None of the above 

f. Other (specify)…………………………………………………….. 

9. Are there costs involved in modification of loan and advancing of payments) 

a. Yes 

b. No 

10. Moral hazard is the biggest challenge that the bank face during the course of 

using workouts to recovery stressed loans? 

a. Agree 

b. Disagree 

c. Neutral 

d. Don’t know 

11. What other challenges and limitations that the bank come across with the 

alternative recovery techniques? 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………… 

 

12. Ways in which the bank combat the above stated challenges 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………… 

 

Thank you  


